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Some Some 
AssumptionsAssumptions

Natural riparian Natural riparian 
communities growing communities growing 
to their natural to their natural 
potential are effective potential are effective 
at:at:
––

 

Processing and Processing and 
trapping nutrients, trapping nutrients, 
sediments, sediments, 
pesticides, catching pesticides, catching 
chemical spray drift, chemical spray drift, 
and sequestering and sequestering 
carboncarbon

––

 

Providing habitat and Providing habitat and 
corridors for wildlife, corridors for wildlife, 
recreation, andrecreation, and

––

 

Improving conditions Improving conditions 
for fish such as for fish such as 
moderating water moderating water 
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Some AssumptionsSome Assumptions

Restoring and managing Restoring and managing 
riparian forests:riparian forests:

––

 

GeneralGeneral

 

restoration restoration 
guidelines for a geographic guidelines for a geographic 
area are area are generallygenerally

 

helpful helpful ……

––

 

but but sitesite

 

level alternatives level alternatives 
and specifications are and specifications are 
needed to initiate needed to initiate 
treatment at the field and treatment at the field and 
soil component levels. soil component levels. 

“If the only tool you 
have is a hammer, you 
tend to see every 
problem as a nail.” 
--Abraham H. Maslow



Riparian Ecology and Riparian Ecology and 
TreatmentTreatment

Will certain grass and herbaceous Will certain grass and herbaceous 
species persist and defeat attempts at species persist and defeat attempts at 
establishing establishing ““nativenative”” tree and shrub tree and shrub 
species?species?
What mix of native trees and shrubs will What mix of native trees and shrubs will 
thrive at the sitethrive at the site’’s various hydros various hydro--
geomorphic levels?geomorphic levels?
Are woody plantings as a treatment Are woody plantings as a treatment 
premature based on stream and premature based on stream and 
floodplain classifications?floodplain classifications?
Does a Does a ‘‘shelterwoodshelterwood’’ planting need to planting need to 
precede introduction of other species?precede introduction of other species?
Will natural regeneration of woody Will natural regeneration of woody 
materials preclude the need for materials preclude the need for 
planting?planting?

Who
knows?



Riparian Ecological Sites Riparian Ecological Sites 
and Descriptionsand Descriptions

Properly constructed riparian ESDs with STMs can answer Properly constructed riparian ESDs with STMs can answer 
riparian ecology and treatment scenario questions.riparian ecology and treatment scenario questions.
An ecological site is a distinctive kind of land with specific An ecological site is a distinctive kind of land with specific 
physical characteristics that differs from other kinds of physical characteristics that differs from other kinds of 
land in its ability to produce a distinctive kind and amount land in its ability to produce a distinctive kind and amount 
of vegetation. Soil components are typically tied to an of vegetation. Soil components are typically tied to an 
individual site individual site …… so think of soil map delineations to get a so think of soil map delineations to get a 
sense of scale.sense of scale.
The The ESDESD describes the ecological site and contains an describes the ecological site and contains an STMSTM
which is a boxwhich is a box--andand--arrow diagram that displays an arrow diagram that displays an 
organization of natural community phases (a organization of natural community phases (a ““statestate””) and ) and 
illustrates pathways of ecological movement between phases illustrates pathways of ecological movement between phases 
due to succession and disturbances. due to succession and disturbances. 



What does an ESD and What does an ESD and 
STM look like?STM look like?



How are riparian ESDs and How are riparian ESDs and 
STMs created?STMs created?

1.1.

 

Conduct literature searchesConduct literature searches

 

----

 

Done at the soil survey, Done at the soil survey, 
county or multiplecounty or multiple--county level. The search reveals county level. The search reveals 
pertinent literature on riparian ecology including historic pertinent literature on riparian ecology including historic 
reports and photography.reports and photography.

2.2.

 

Create an ecological site network by contacting partnersCreate an ecological site network by contacting partners

 
----

 

Partners should include all active public and private Partners should include all active public and private 
organizations and individuals who are interested in riparian organizations and individuals who are interested in riparian 
areas.areas.

3.3.

 

Refine available ecological information (e.g., habitat Refine available ecological information (e.g., habitat 
types, plant associations) into a first approximation of types, plant associations) into a first approximation of 
draft ecological site namesdraft ecological site names

 

----

 

Each site is uniquely named. Each site is uniquely named. 
NRCS uses the Major Land Resource Area concept to NRCS uses the Major Land Resource Area concept to 
define the geographic region (USDA, 2006).define the geographic region (USDA, 2006).



How are riparian ESDs and How are riparian ESDs and 
STMs created?STMs created?

4.4.

 

Integrate preIntegrate pre--European fire regimes as necessary, European fire regimes as necessary, 
alter draft site names, and review with the partner alter draft site names, and review with the partner 
networknetwork

 

----

 

NRCS includes such fire regimes as part of NRCS includes such fire regimes as part of 
normal disturbances that are displayed in the STM. normal disturbances that are displayed in the STM. 
Recurring fire can significantly alter the appearance and Recurring fire can significantly alter the appearance and 
composition of riparian community states and phases.composition of riparian community states and phases.

5.5.

 

Perform tentative correlation of soil components to Perform tentative correlation of soil components to 
draft site namesdraft site names

 

----

 

In many cases, small streams may In many cases, small streams may 
have riparian areas correlated to a soil that is quite have riparian areas correlated to a soil that is quite 
narrow at published map scales. These soils may not be narrow at published map scales. These soils may not be 
delineated on the soil map as a soil map unit.delineated on the soil map as a soil map unit.

6.6.

 

Develop first approximations of STMs for ecological Develop first approximations of STMs for ecological 
site names and review with partner networksite names and review with partner network



How are riparian ESDs and How are riparian ESDs and 
STMs created?STMs created?

7.7.

 

Develop strategy for collecting needed field data on soil Develop strategy for collecting needed field data on soil 
components by riparian ecological site, ecological state, components by riparian ecological site, ecological state, 
and community phasesand community phases

8.8.

 

Collect and interpret field data and validate: a) correlation Collect and interpret field data and validate: a) correlation 
of soil components to ecological sites, and b) STMsof soil components to ecological sites, and b) STMs

9.9.

 

Develop first drafts of complete riparian ESDs and review Develop first drafts of complete riparian ESDs and review 
with partnerswith partners

10.10.

 

Refine riparian ESDs, enter and publish in the Ecological Refine riparian ESDs, enter and publish in the Ecological 
Site Information System or ESIS (USDASite Information System or ESIS (USDA--NRCS, 2008) NRCS, 2008) 
and the electronic Field Office Technical Guide or eFOTG and the electronic Field Office Technical Guide or eFOTG 
(USDA(USDA--NRCS, 2008)NRCS, 2008)

 

----

 

ESIS and the eFOTG are maintained ESIS and the eFOTG are maintained 
by the NRCS on the World Wide Web. ESDs and STMs are by the NRCS on the World Wide Web. ESDs and STMs are 
dynamic and periodically updated.dynamic and periodically updated.



LimitationsLimitations

Many U.S. riparian sites have a forest Many U.S. riparian sites have a forest 
potential and development of potential and development of 
forestland sites in various regions is forestland sites in various regions is 
just gaining momentum.just gaining momentum.

Networks of partners to accelerate Networks of partners to accelerate 
work have been difficult to create.work have been difficult to create.

HydroHydro--geomorphic surfaces present on geomorphic surfaces present on 
a single riparian site can be intricate a single riparian site can be intricate 
necessitating additional range and necessitating additional range and 
explanation of vegetation composition.explanation of vegetation composition.

A single stream may have a variety of A single stream may have a variety of 
hydrologic conditions (e.g., upstream hydrologic conditions (e.g., upstream 
dams, entrenchment, withdrawal for dams, entrenchment, withdrawal for 
irrigation) which can influence irrigation) which can influence 
vegetation and the complexity of the vegetation and the complexity of the 
ESD and STM.ESD and STM.



Riparian ecology and dynamics are Riparian ecology and dynamics are 
complex and unknown in many complex and unknown in many 
locations locations ……

As we know, there are known As we know, there are known 
knowns.knowns.

There are things we know we know.There are things we know we know.

We also know there are known We also know there are known 
unknowns.unknowns.

That is to say we know there are That is to say we know there are 
some things we do not know.some things we do not know.

But there are also unknown But there are also unknown 
unknowns, the ones we don't know unknowns, the ones we don't know 
we don't know.we don't know.

——Feb. 12, 2002, Department of Defense news briefingFeb. 12, 2002, Department of Defense news briefing
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